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I am proud to write that Delany College is going from 
strength to strength in its pursuit for educational 
success. Our goal is and has always been to 
transform the hearts and minds of our students. 
In doing so, as the quote above suggests, each 
generation has the ability to create new ideas and 
reach new heights. This has been evident across the 
HSC and NAPLAN. Our aggregate results in the HSC 
demonstrated a lift in the majority of courses and 
our Year 9 NAPLAN growth in reading and numeracy 
were unprecedented. Moreover, school based 
learning data indicated that students across the 
Stages	have	had	significant	growth	in	different	facets	
of the curriculum.

One of the driving factors for this surge in 
improvement is the work we are doing in the Design 
Thinking	realm.	This	approach	enables	staff	and	
students to work through a deliberate thinking 
model to explore possible solutions to critical 
problems. It makes thinking visible to students in a 
way that supports their skills to communicate clearly, 
collaborate	effectively	and	disrupt	the	norms.	This	
was clearly evident when our Maths team presented 
their action research on student’s growth mindset 
later in the year. The data indicated that after 
deliberate work in developing student motivation and 
purposefulness in mathematical understanding, the 
actual grades in Maths increased exponentially. 

We have been very proud of our Delany community 
when asked to contribute to support the learning of 
other young people who are struggling in Patrician 
schools around the world. This year we raised 
$5,000.00 for the Delany Foundation, which will serve 
to provide clean water, classrooms and teaching 
resources necessary for the education of young 
people in Ghana and parts of India.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the College 
Leadership Team in supporting me on this journey. 
I also would like to acknowledge the hard work and 
dedication	of	our	teaching	staff.	They	work	tirelessly	
to	make	a	difference	to	the	lives	of	our	young	
people in Granville. Furthermore, I wish to thank our 
ancillary	staff	members	who	are	the	backbone	of	the	
school. Finally, a big thank you to our parents who 
have entrusted their children to our care.

God Bless

Mr Robert Muscat
College Principal

   “The principle goal of education in schools should be creating men and women who are capable of doing new 
things, not simply repeating what other generations have done.”  Jean Piaget

EVERY CHOICE
YOU MAKE,

MAKES YOU!
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It is with pleasure that I write my annual Assistant 
Principal’s report for 2019.

Every year is a busy one, and 2019 has been no 
exception. But busyness is no replacement for 
effectiveness,	and	by	that	measure,	the	staff	and	
students at Delany have had a very successful year.

The year always begins with a look backwards to 
the results of the previous year’s HSC class. Many 
of our 2018 Year 12 cohort exceeded their own 
expectations and were rightly excited and proud. As 
a College we were very pleased for them, and also 
proud	and	satisfied	that	the	hard	work	invested	by	
teaching	staff	paid	excellent	dividends.	The	other	big	
marker of student learning growth is NAPLAN, which 
was undertaken by Year 7 and 9 students in Term 
2. The results achieved by these students, and in 
particular the Year 9 cohort, was very pleasing.

The	College	teaching	staff	invest	tremendous	
planning	and	effort	into	preparing	and	delivering	
rich learning activities for our students. We follow a 
framework that refers to “surface - deep - transfer”. 
That is, the content of the syllabus is, by itself, simply 
surface	knowledge	of	facts,	figures	and	techniques.	
The application of these to a variety of scenarios 
and project tasks allows students to deepen their 
understanding. When a student demonstrates that 
they can apply their learning to new scenarios, 
especially in areas beyond the subject area, we 
know that these skills and knowledge have been 
transferred to their long term memory. This is the 
link between the day to day classroom activities 
and the measures of growth we see in our HSC and 
NAPLAN results.

The teachers at the College go well beyond the 
standard hours of the school day to ensure great 
teaching and learning. I would like to acknowledge 
their	unwavering	belief	in	and	efforts	for	our	
students.

The life outside classrooms is also rich in diversity 
and opportunity. Throughout the year there are a 
continuous schedule of activities that keep all of us 
busy. We have, for example, hosted over 350 Year 
5 and 6 students from our surrounding Catholic 
schools; hosted a seven-week Year 5 debating 
competition; and conducted a primary school art 
exhibition and competition (with approximately 
204 entries). There have been innumerable internal 
activities hosted for and by our students. The largest, 
most complex and most successful was the annual 
Multicultural Day. (If you have never been, you’re 
missing out!)

In every aspect of College life our students are front 
and centre. They are wonderful representatives of 
our College, whether they are learning or playing; 
participating or spectating; hosting younger students 
or collaborating with adults in and beyond our 
College. Many of these students go about their 
work quietly and without fuss. I acknowledge every 
student of Delany College and the unique and 
important part, big or small, they play in the life and 
culture of our College.

On this note I would like to acknowledge the HSC 
class of 2019. The student leaders led the entire 
cohort, and the school, with verve, commitment and 
drive. I wish every student success, happiness and 
peace as they transition to a new phase of their lives. 

Congratulations on your graduation from Delany!

Even though we no longer have Brothers on our 
staff,	the	Patricians	are	still	the	centre	of	our	charism.	
They are a constant point of reference from both a 
spiritual and a practical perspective. In particular, the 
fundraising	efforts	starting	with	Multicultural	Day,	
and then running throughout Term 3, reminds us 
that we are part of a world wide story. The dollar we 
donate	in	Granville	makes	a	difference	in	Ghana.	

We give thanks for the many faithful men who 
preceded us and left the tremendous legacy of 
Delany College.

I trust you have fond memories of the year at Delany 
College. I do, and I look forward to another great year 
in 2020.

St Patrick - pray for us.

Mr	Anthony	Blomfield
Assistant Principal
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CURRICULUM
2019	has	been	a	year	in	which	staff	and	students	
continued to cultivate a Catholic community 
permeated by the Gospel values of “Love, Service and 
Hope.”  The richness of our Catholic faith has meant 
that	throughout	the	year	students	and	staff	had	
many opportunities to focus on their relationships 
with	God	and	one	another.	College	masses,	reflection	
days and retreats, as well as our connections with 
other Patrician schools, have enabled the Delany 
community to remember our heritage based in Christ 
and	to	reflect	on	how	we	can	best	be	ambassadors	
for Christ in our daily lives. 

In our RE classrooms meaningful learning tasks 
further assisted students to know the history of our 
faith from its Jewish roots to the present, and to 
reflect	on	the	Sacred	Scriptures	and	Church	teaching.	

With the Diocese of Parramatta we look forward 
to the new Religious Education Curriculum being 
rolled out in our classrooms throughout 2020. This 
curriculum	has	been	developed	with	clergy,	staff	
and student input and focuses on how we can all 
respond to the ‘Signs of the times’ so our faith is 
theoretically sound, informed by best educational 
practice, and allows for authentic experiences of 
prayer and social justice, which is faith in action.  As 
we journey together in this season of Advent we have 
the	opportunity	to	reflect	on	how	we	can	best	greet	
the Christ we celebrate at Christmas and set goals for 
living according to his will in the forthcoming year.  

We	would	like	to	thank	Fr.	Andrew	Bass	and	all	staff	
and families for their support throughout  the college 
year. 

 

Miss Sarah Guillaume
Acting Leader of Formation

Ms Margaret Bartley
Acting Leader Curriculum

Pride, persistence and passion have been a focus this 
year	at	Delany	College.	Staff	have	worked	tirelessly	
and with passion in their subject areas to create 
and deliver learning experiences that allowed our 
students to develop as learners and achieve their 
absolute best. Our students have produced results to 
be proud of. 

Our NAPLAN (National Assessment Program - 
Literacy and Numeracy) data suggests a great 
improvement from Years 7 to 9 with many of our 
students making incredible gains. Students have 
been supported in their numeracy and literacy by our 
EMU (Extending Mathematical Understanding) and 
R3 (Reframing Readers Resourcefully) programs with 
results evident across the faculties.

In Term 3, students in Years 8, 9 and 10 attended 
information sessions about choosing wisely for 
their elective subjects in Stages 5 and 6. Students 
completing	Year	10	faced	difficult	decisions	about	
their future. They are to be commended on the 
mature manner in which they seriously considered 
their personal abilities, interests and their future 
careers.	We	are	confident	students	have	chosen	
wisely and are looking forward to their successes in 
their chosen subjects. 

Education is a partnership between school and home 
to ensure each student has the support they require 
to be successful. Ultimately our students need to 
be active participants in their educational journey 
and our Understanding by Design, Rigorous Project 
Based Learning and Design Thinking Frameworks 
assist in making students the centre of their learning 
experiences. 2019 has been a successful year and 
2020 promises more exciting opportunities for all our 
students.

Ms Megan Cook
School Learning Leader - Curriculum
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COLLEGE STUDENT LEADERS
FRONT ROW: Aiden Dagher, Mary Ghribian (College Captain), Mrs Simone Pratelli, Mr Robert Muscat, 
Mr	Anthony	Blomfield,	Paul	Trad	(College	Captain),	Mahmut	Jahn	Olca.		SECOND	ROW:	Monica	El-Hajj,	Marie	
Peralta, Matelita Senivatalala, Francis Asabre, Jamal Swalah Mcdahrou, Brenda Karam, Maryanne Takchi, 
Chanelle Abounader.

SCHOOL LEARNING LEADERS 
FRONT	ROW:	Karina	Stow,	Robert	Muscat,	Anthony	Blomfield,	Roubica	Akkouche.		
SECOND ROW: Kelsey Ortiz, Marie Greenberry, Megan Cook, Louise Broué.

STUDENT LEARNING LEADERS
Michelle	Mutabdzija,	Alexander	Peronace,	Robert	Muscat,	Anthony	Blomfield,	Simone	Pratelli.

 LEADERSHIP OUR

ROBERT 
MUSCAT
Principal

 

ANTHONY 
BLOMFIELD

Assistant Principal

 

KARINA 
STOW

Religious Education
Coordinator

 

SHARON 
MCMANUS

Teacher Learning 
Leader

Pedagogy
 

SHERYL TEMU
Senior Finance 

Officer
 

COLLEGE EXECUTIVE
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COLLEGE EXECUTIVE

TEACHING

SCHOOL LEARNING LEADERS

ADMINISTRATION

Curriculum    Megan Cook
Communication   Sharon McManus
Communication Assistant  Marie Greenberry 
Creative Emergence & Design  Louise Broué
Diversity     Kata Collimore  
Human Society    Roubica Akkouche
Mathematics    Kelsey Ortiz 
Science     RoseMary Bellamy 
Sustainable Health   Daniella Valleri

Personal Assistant to Principal  Amanda Fasavalu
Reception - Administration  Monique George  
Reception - Administration  Rita Geracitano   
Reception - Administration  Wendy Kusmenko 
Administration	Officer			 	 Kelly-Ann	Pereira	 	
Administration	Officer	 	 	 Lee-Anne	Horsley	 	
Finance and Accounts   Christine Marji   
Teacher’s Aide    Kathleen Moujalli  
Teacher’s Aide    Helen Moussa   
Laboratory/Hospitality Assistant Cheryl Sahyoun  
Library Manager   Lynette Perrett   
Uniform Shop Manager  Caroline Dib   
ICT Trainee    Christopher Simic  
 

 STUDENT LEARNING LEADERS Stage 6 (Years 11 & 12)   Simone Pratelli
Stage 5 (Years 9 & 10)   Alexander Peronace
Stage 4 (Years 7 & 8)   Michelle Mutabdzija
Boys’ Education Leader   Alex Peronace
Community Leader   Sarah Guillaume

Margaret Bartley    Kieran Casey   
Dominic Charter   Stefani Falcone   
Rachel Foster    Alena Ieorianni
Warren Johnson   Alena Kando   
Lauren Kwon    Jessica Makari   
Renee McCarren   Alice Mouawad   
Danny Narayan   Babs Pillay   
Natalie Roberts    Donia Shwan   
Thomas Thomas   Michael Tolentino  
Lillian Treanor    Thuy Van Dinh   
Blake	Waters	 	 	 	 Tayla	Whitfield

INTERVENTION TEACHERS Misty Findlay    Sharon Grima
Sarah Guillaume   Amal Nizam
Stephanie Rodrigues      

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION & TRAINING

Veronica Niessen    

Principal    Robert Muscat
Assistant	Principal	 	 	 Anthony	Blomfield
Religious Education Coordinator Karina Stow
Teacher Learning Leader  - Pedagogy   Sharon McManus
Senior	Finance	Officer	 	 	 Sheryl	Temu

COUNSELLOR Kate Roberts    

FRONT	ROW:	Thuy	Dinh,	Kate	Roberts,	Margaret	Bartley,	Karina	Stow,	Robert	Muscat,	Anthony	Blomfield,	
Sheryl	Temu,	Michelle	Mutabdzija,	Helen	Moussa		SECOND	ROW:	Amal	Nizam,	Tayla	Whitfield,	Simone	
Pratelli, Stefani Falcone, Roubica Akkouche, Monique George, Rita Geracitano, Stephanie Rodrigues, 
Donia Shwan  THIRD ROW: Thomas Thomas, Danny Narayan, Amanda Fasavalu, Cheryl Sahyoun, 
Christine Marji, Renee McCarren, Louise Broué, Lauren Kwon, Dominic Charter  FOURTH ROW: Lee Horsley, 
Sarah Guillaume, Misty Findlay, Kelsey Ortiz, Lynette Perrett, Rachel Foster, Warren Johnson, Megan Cook 
FIFTH ROW: Alexander Peronace, Lillian Treanor, Kieran Casey, Blake Waters, Christopher Simic, Michael 
Tolentino, Marie Greenberry.

 COLLEGE STAFF OUR
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PAUL
College Leader

 ‘Delany has given the 
gift of a supportive 
community, which 
has allowed me to 

understand the values 
of pride, persistence, 

and passion that 
led me to be in the 
position I am today.’ 

MARY
College Leader

‘Delany College has 
moulded me into a 

proud Patrician woman 
and empowered me 

to be an active citizen, 
challenge injustices, 
maintain a state of 

service above self, and    
activated a thirst 
for knowledge.’

MARYANNE
Formation Leader

 

FRANCIS
Formation Leader
‘Fluorine Radium 

Nitrogen Carbon Iodine 
Sulfur Tungsten Arsenic 

Helium Rhenium.’
P.S. These elements are 
from the periodic table 

and spell out 
‘Francis was here’.

AIDEN
Communication Leader
‘Delany has not only 
taught me the value 

of hard work and 
dedication but also the 

value of kindness.’

BRENDA
Communication Leader

Delany has provided me 
with the opportunity to 
help out the community 

whilst living out the 
school moto of Love, 

Serve and Hope!

MONICA
Events Leader

MJ
Events Leader

 ‘At Delany College you 
can find a sense of 

community that is hard 
to find in other schools.’

JAMAL
Campion House Leader
 ‘Delany college has 
allowed me to grow 
as an individual and 

develop skills I’ll be able 
to use in the future. 

It has really prepared 
me for the worst case 

scenario.’

CHANELLE
MacKillop House Leader

‘The school brings 
so much hope and 

opportunities for us to 
grow as people.’ 

MARIE
Chisholm House Leader

‘Delany College has 
provided me with 
friendships and 

memories that I will 
always cherish.’

MATELITA
Tierney House Leader

 LEADERS OUR
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Stage 4 has experienced a year full of change, growth 
and many rewarding moments. As 2019 comes to an 
end,	we	take	a	moment	to	reflect	upon	the	successes	
and challenges that our Stage 4 students of Years 7 
and 8 have experienced this year at Delany College. 

This year, our Mentor program was designed to 
provide students, an environment where they were 
able to feel safe and establish a trusting relationship 
with their Mentor teacher. From fun with Tunes-
day and wonder Wednesday, to enhancing our 
resiliency and emotional literacy, Mentors play an 
important role in how each student begins their day 
and develops as a person. In the latter part of the 
year, students engaged in skills workshops that they 
nominated, and focused on 4 C’s in term 4: creative 
comprehension, collaboration, critical thinking and 
Christmas!

Our students were extremely lucky to have been 
supported and guided by the following dedicated 
Mentor teachers:

7.1 Mr Blake Waters
7.2 Mrs Renee McCarren 
 Miss Alena Kando
7.3 Ms Margaret Bartley 
 Miss Gabrielle Chidiac
7.4 Miss Alena Ieroianni
 Miss Rachel Foster
 Miss Jessica Makari
8.1 Mrs Marian Lennon
 Mr Michael Tolentino
8.2 Mr Dominic Charter
8.3 Mrs Marie Greenberry
8.4 Ms Alice Mouawad

To complement the focus of the Mentor program, 
Stage 4 students were given the opportunity to 
participate in various initiatives, such as organising 
Project Compassion, Delany Foundation fundraisers 
such as our cake stalls, Krispy Kreme sale and 
two Movie nights! Students also engaged with our 
Elevate Study Skills program on time management 
and participated in Harmony Day, R U OK! Day, 
Father’s Day and Grandparent’s Day Mass and gave 
generously to the St. Vincent de Paul Christmas 
Appeal. 

Year 7 had a most wonderful time at their Team 
Building Excursion at the Nepean Adventure Centre. 
This	excursion	exemplified	the	3	P’s	of	Delany	
College: Pride, Passion and Persistence. The students 
pushed themselves to new heights (literally) , and 
supported each other in a way they should be 
proud of! They participated in archery, zip-lining and 
bushcrafts. Thank you to the Year 7 Mentor teachers 
and Mrs Moussa for their time, energy and sense of 
humour that made this day a memorable one for all 
of Year 7.

This year, our Year 8 cohort was lead by the following 
students:
Events leader: Khan Salicioglu-Achi
Formation leader: Galia Germanos
Media and Communication leader: Claressa Bechara

Congratulations and thank you for representing your 
peers in such a respectful and responsible manner. 
It has been such a pleasure to work with you and see 
you develop as young leaders.

I would also like to take this opportunity to say thank 
you to the parents and guardians of our Stage 4 
students. Your ongoing support and contribution has 
been invaluable. 

Stage 4 is a vibrant group of students who truly 
embody our College motto of ‘Love, Serve and Hope.’ 
I am extremely proud and honoured to have been a 
part of their journey this year.  It has been a privilege 
to lead you this year, and I wish Stage 4 all the 
success in their future endeavours. 

Stage 4 Student Learning Leader
Miss Michelle Mutabdzija

 STAGE 4           2019 has been an awesome and enjoyable 
										first	year	of	high	school.	Throughout	this	
year, there have been numerous events which 
I am grateful to have experienced. Year seven 
has had the privilege to attend many excursions. 
All of them were amazing, however some of my 
personal favourites have been, Nepean Adventure 
Centre,	Jewish	Museum	and	our	religion	reflection	
day. Thank you to all our hard working teachers 
who have devoted their time towards making this 
year one of the greatest. 

Mia Younan, Year 7

“

“

          2019 has been a journey of a lifetime.           
          My favourite part of this year was being 
media team leader for Year 8 and writing a bunch 
of newsletter articles. I enjoyed this because I got 
to show the Delany community what was  on the 
agenda for Stage 4. 

Claressa Bechara, Year 8

“
“

          My most liked event of this year was      
          Multicultural day. Experiencing all of 
the	different	cultures	at	Delany,	learnt	about	
traditions, and beliefs really ignited the dialogue 
between our diverse perspectives of life. This was 
a great part of 2019 here at Delany. Music, food, 
traditional dances, and love was shared, adding to 
OUR sense of identity.

Khan Salicioglu-Achi, Year 8

“

“
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Marie-Jo Yaacoub
Mia Younan
Mirna Shammout
Rijo Wilfred

Isaiah Montecino
Zelda Zoe Ndungu
Jayson Nguyen
Tuong Nguyen
Emmanuel Okonkwo

Keziah Opoku Gyan
Titus Papaa
Samantha Pepic
Mueen-Ur Rehman
Sebastian Roughley

Maurice Saouma
Yuvraj Singh
Tristian Singhdeo
Jessica Sukkar
Lorenzo Miguel Tadeo

Alexander Taktak
Danielle Tannous
Saide Tannous
Jayden Taouk
Sosefo Taufa

Augelique Tembo-Sievers
Quiana Tembo-Sievers
Daniel Thwaites
Ellie Wehbe
Sarah Wehbe

Aweng Aguer
Mohammad Al-Kanaani

Gress Alhanna
Talia Alibekiroglu

Sehaj Bajwa

Marc Bao-Idang
Daniel Bates-Brownsword

Nalini Bol
Rhianna Brown

Johnathan Chakoush

Ricky Dang
Nathan Denham

Emmanuel Ahmed Dukuly
George El Khoueiry

Sarah El-Hajj

Kristina Gierke
Michael Grace
Rosabel Gyan
Yara Haddad

Theresa Hana

Anaahat Hara
Olivia Harris

Mia Hercules
Daniel Heuving
Rileigh Johnson

Emanuel Koroma
Vanesha Koroma

Ebony Liutai
Makalita Liutai

Rehan Malik

 YEAR SEVEN OUR
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James Abed
Achan Akot

Tereza Al Hakim
Jezail Al Qass

Antoun Alberro
Thomas Bates-Brownsword

Claressa Bechara
Nathan Bechara

Milad Bilouni
Bakhous Bou-Francis

Thuraya Dandash
Jamie Christine Diaz

Anthony Dib
Rita Dib

Alamir El-Ayoubi
Jacob Faddoul

Owen Faddoul
Ayla Fahed

Jaren Ganado
Charbella Germanos

Galia Germanos
Daisy Habib

Nathan Habib
Daniel Halawi

Christian Hatzikalimnios
Jacob Katrib

Joseph Koroma
Scarlett Lawler

Naulu Leo
Sandra Marqus
Mathiang Mathiang
Armin	Mostofian

Jimmar Penoso
Ava Pirini
Tayyabah Rehman
Thomas Rose

Joshuwa Roughley
Lisa Ruwali
Hana Saba
Khan Salicioglu-Achi

Rahima Sankoh
Mariam Sesay
Mariah Sleiman
Sharookh Subash

Jeremiah Taliauli
Suzanne Tannous
Daniella Taouk
Politimos Telidis

Eftalia Temel
Shifah Wahid
Eyli Yaacoub
Daniel Kouaider

 YEAR EIGHT OUR

Kaleah Wood
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 STAGE 5
There has been some tremendous growth in the 
students of Stage 5 and it has been my absolute 
privilege to watch it unfold throughout the year. They 
have	begun	to	take	their	first	steps	towards	school	
leadership by demonstrating the College values of 
pride, persistence and passion in everything they 
have done.

I am particularly proud of the Year 10 cohort 
as I have witnessed their maturation from 
young boys and girls in Year 8, where I taught 
them for a number of subjects. There was a 
focus on thinking about their future this year, 
and no matter where their path takes them in 
the future, I know that they will all achieve a 
measure of success in their lives.

Year 10 should also be commended for their 
ability to begin their transition into school 
leadership by showing initiative in organising 
a number of school events including running 
a number of activities during our Week of OK. 
They were instrumental in promoting and 
educating other students about mental health 
and wellbeing during this time in a number of 
initiatives. 

A special thanks to the Year 10 Mentor Team, 
who have worked so hard implementing the 
Mentor Program with their groups every 
morning over the course of this year. I am 
truly grateful for the support they have 
provided to our students. The program would 
not have achieved the success it did without 
your	efforts.

Thank you to:
10M1: Mr Danny Narayan
10M2: Ms Lillian Treanor
10M3: Ms Lauren Kwon
10M4: Ms Louise Broué

Over the next couple of years these students 
will continue to grow and will make excellent 
leaders for the school in 2021.

10M4: Battle of the Mentor Groups
Challenge #1

9M2: Battle of the Mentor Groups
Challenge #2

Year 9 have begun to establish themselves 
as the “ones to watch” at Delany College, as 
they have always ensured, they are good role 
models for our younger students through 
their actions and their ability to rise to any 
challenge set in front of them.

They are to be commended for their ability 
to run a number of successful fundraising 
events for Project Compassion and the 
Delany Foundation. This includes running two 
movies and games nights where students 
gave up their free time to organise the event, 
promote it to the school, prepare the spaces 
and sell snacks. They did an excellent job and 
demonstrated their ability to serve others as 
future leaders of the College.

Thank you to:
9M1: Mr Thomas Thomas
9M2: Miss Stefani Falcone
9M3:	Miss	Tayla	Whitfield
9M4: Mrs Kata Collimore

It was an absolute privilege to work with such 
a dedicated group of teachers, committed 
to ensuring the wellbeing of our Year 9 
students was always prioritised. They also 
implemented	the	Mentor	Program	effectively	
to ensure that the students had something to 
look forward to every morning before class. 

Year 10 Academic Awards.

John at the Breakfast morning.

Hope & Ghassan at the Book Week Scavenger Hunt.

Year 10
Delany’s Got Talent.

Chadi & Julie-Anne 
helping at the Open Day.

OUR YEAR NINE

OUR YEAR TEN

Next year in 2020, both these cohorts begin the next 
phase of their life at the College. Year 10 will start 
their	journey	towards	the	Higher	School	Certificate	
and Year 9 will move into the Senior School. I hope 
and pray, for all the best for the future of these 
students.

Mr. Alexander Peronace
Stage 5 Student Learning Leader.

Year 9 Academic Awards.
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Gabee Alhanna
Christina Awad

Ali Barri
Alexander Basha

Mark Bou Francis
Justina Boudolh

Joshua Carniel
Mikaylla Chakoush

Hope Natalie Croombes
Mehdi Daghagheleh

Mohammad Daghagheleh
William DelaCruz

Joseph Diab
Maissam El-Ayoubi

George El-Hajj
Charbel El-Zreiby

Lyriah Filo
Jacob Georges

Naim Halawi
Rayan Hammad

Ghassan Hamze
Phoebe Harris
Bree Hercules

Elias Issa

Leo Jakovac
Lilly Johnson

Chanel Kalouche
Ashiatu Kamara-Peacock

Alphina Kanneh
Simran Kaur
John Kenaan
Samuel Kidane

Begonya Lacin
Moka-Rylee Mau
Georgia McIntyre
Abdullah Mirza

Melesivale Moungatonga
Ryan Ndungu
Tuong Nguyen
Mawunedi Passa

Pieta Pirini
Synthia Ram
Rhys Ramos
Michel Rbeiz

Jocelyn Saba
Anjie Salim
Louie Sousan
Mase Swalah Mcdahrou

Sia-Comfort Swaray
Abraham Tannous
James Tannous
Cindy Wong

 YEAR NINE OUR

Amer Habib
Wadiaa Shammout
Reeju Wilfred
MacKenzie Bridgewood (no photo)
Christian Ishak (no photo)
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Deng Aguok
Hayat Al Hakim

Joe Alkhouri
Julian Ardizzone
Ibrahim Baram

Jai Basha
Joel Carder

Raquel Chemuel
Gwyneth Climaco
Nicole Croombes

Elias Daher
Jonathan Daher

Milad Daher
Gabriel Dandash

Simon Doumit

Marcia Echeandia Zegarra
Brandon Faddoul

Magie Fahed
Mira Fahed
Aneata	Fifita

Filifili	Filo
Angelina Folau

Rita Ghribian
Emtanios Habib

Julie-Anne Habib

Naomi Habib
Patrick Habib

Charbel Hanna
Joseph Issa

Abdul Jalloh

Chadi Karam
Michael Khalil

Nabil Khalil
Audrey Lagaya

Tevita Latu

Alain Limos
Sione Liutai
Robert Milthorpe
Elissa Miraziz
Jacinta Nakhoul

Soheil Nikandish
Miriam Okonkwo
Aljim Penoso
Miguel Pupualii
Tia Raya

Isabel Rizk
Brayde Roebeck
Karl Ruwhiu
Jack Saba
Martin Salloum

Taylor Salloum
Christopher Sande
Krish Shrestha
Nathanael Stanley
Soane Taliauli

Skye Tennant
Seda Unal
Altan Unsal
Victor Valenciano
Bianca Wehbe

Mason Yacoub
Aydin Yag
Asli Yerlikaya
Abraham Youssef
Brandon Zaiter

Issa Habib
Ujjwal Chaulagain

 YEAR TEN OUR
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 YEARS 7-11 AWARDS OUR
OVERALL ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Science - Annie Hara, PDHPE - Annie Hara, Technology - Daniel Thwaites, History - Jessica Sukkar, 
Mathematics - Makalita Liutai, Religion - Mia Younan, Visual Arts - Nalini Bol, Music - Nalini Bol, English - 
Vanesha Koroma.

Music - Jimmar Penoso, Science - Khan Salicioglu-Achi, Geography - Khan Salicioglu-Achi, Religion - Khan 
Salicioglu-Achi, Visual Arts - Scarlett Lawler, English - Scarlett Lawler, Mathematics - Scarlett Lawler, 
PDHPE - Scarlett Lawler, Italian - Scarlett Lawler, Technology - Tayyabah Rehman.

Mathematics (5.3) - Catherine Nguyen, Mathematics (5.2/1) - George El-Hajj, Stage 5 Visual Arts - Hope 
Croombes, Religion - Hope Croombes, Geography - Joshua Carniel, Stage 5 Food Technology - Phoebe 
Harris, Stage 5 Industrial Technology - Mawunedi Passa, Stage 5 PDM - Rhys Ramos, PDHPE - Rhys 
Ramos, English - Rhys Ramos, Science - Rhys Rhamos, Stage 5 Design and Technology - William Dela 
Cruz.

Stage 5 Commerce - Elissa Miraziz, Stage 5 Information Software Technology - Elissa Miraziz, Science 
- Elissa Miraziz, Geography - Elissa Miraziz, Mathematics - Elissa Miraziz, Mathematics - Nathanael 
Stanley, Stage 5 Italian - Jacinta Nakhoul, PDHPE - Jacinta Nakhoul, Stage 5 PASS - Mason Yacoub, Stage 
5 History Elective - Naomi Habib, English - Naomi Habib, Religion - Nikandish Soheil.

Biology - Marc Sleiman, Physics - Adam Nguyen, English Advanced - Toaila Liutai, English Standard 
- Charbel El Khoueiry, English Studies - Kaylee Heuving, Visual Art - Awok Aguer, Visual Design 2U - 
Ashleigh Baledrokadroka, Visual Design 1U - Charbel El Khoueiry, Music - Reegan Roebeck, Industrial 
Technology - Marc Sleiman, Business Studies - Isabella Shamoun, Modern History - Charbel El-Khoueiry, 
Legal Studies - Charles Malkoun, Society and Culture - Toaila Liutai, Work Studies - Kaylee Heuving, 
Construction - Ryan Nakhoul, Catholic Studies - Isabella Shamoun, Studies Of Religion 2 - Charbel El 
Khoueiry, Studies Of Religion 1 - Marc Sleiman, Mathematics - Toaila Liutai, Mathematics Standard - 
Joseph Barakat, PDHPE - Charbel El Khoueiry, CAFS - Jeanette Taliauli, SLR - Marc Sleiman.

Joseph Issa , Seda Unal , Robert Milthorpe , Charbel Hanna.

FIRST IN COURSE
YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11

POST SCHOOL OPTIONS

REUBEN F SCARF 
AWARD

Skye Tennant

CALTEX ALL-
ROUNDER 

AWARD
Jacinta Nakoul

NSW POLICE 
FORCE ETHICAL 

AWARD
Joseph Issa

ADF LONG TAN 
LEADERSHIP 

& TEAMWORK 
AWARD

Magie Fahad

JOSEPH TIERNEY 
AWARD

Charbel El 
Khoueiry

WESTERN SYDNEY 
UNIVERSITY 

ACADEMY AWARD
Charbel El 
Khoueiry

PRINCIPAL’S COMMENDATIONS
YEAR 7

FIRST
Annie
Hara

SECOND
Makalita

Liutai

THIRD
Nalini

Bol

YEAR 8

FIRST
Scarlett
Lawler

SECOND
Khan

Salicioglu-
Achi

THIRD
Christine

Diaz

YEAR 9

FIRST
Rhys

Ramos

SECOND
Hope

Croombes

THIRD
Joshua
Carniel

YEAR 10

FIRST
Elissa

Miraziz

SECOND
Naomi
Habib

THIRD
Soheil

Nikandish

YEAR 11

FIRST
Charbel

El Khoueiry

SECOND
Toaila
Liutai

THIRD
Marc

Sleiman

Galia
Germanos

Claressa
Bechara

Rahima
Sankoh

Achan
Akot

Mariam
Sesay

Raquel
Chemuel

Julie-Anne
Habib

Naomi
Habib

Bianca
Wehbe

ANGELUS FLAG BEARERS CATECHISTS
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 STAGE 6
Congratulations to the graduating Year 12, 
Class of 2019. 

The students of Year 12 have left their mark 
on the College as they were instrumental in 
many initiatives and events in support of the 
College, including our Multicultural Day, which 
was a great success. 

2018-19 Leadership Team members were: 
Paul Trad and Mary Ghribian (Captains), 
Maryanne Takchi and Francis Asabre 
(Formation), Aiden Dagher and Brenda Karam 
(Media), Monica El-Hajj and MJ Olca (Events), 
Jamal Swalah-Mcdahrou, Marie Peralta, 
Chanelle Abounader, Matelita Senivatalala 
(House Captains).

A big part of the students’ success is due to 
the many teachers who have taught them 
along	the	way.	Our	staff	have	been	tireless	in	
their assistance and support. My thanks go 
to Ms Megan Cook and Mrs Simone Pratelli 
who guided and supported these students 
throughout Years 11 and 12 as their Student 
Learning Leaders.

My special thanks also goes to the Year 12 
Mentor Team, who have been proactive, 
reliable and invested in the students’ success.

Thank you to:
12.1: Mrs RoseMary Bellamy
12.2: Mrs Donia Shwan
12.3: Mr Kieran Casey

I wish Year 12 all the very best for their future 
endeavours and I pray they continue to hold 
close the values of Love, Service and Hope. 

OUR YEAR TWELVE

2019 has been a great year for Year 11 as they 
have become seniors of the College. Our Year 
11 students are all individual leaders in this 
community, and they have developed a range 
of skills within leadership: initiative, maturity, 
effective	communication	and	dealing	with	
challenges. 

2019-2020  Leadership Team members are:  
Charbel El-Khoueiry and Toaila Liutai 
(Captains), Charbel Younan and ElisaPeta 
Mapapalangi (Formation), Izabel Anae and 
Laura Awad (Events), Aydin Kilciler and Aisha 
Kabba (Communication), Kaylee Heuving, 
Ashleigh Baledrokadroka, Kevin Guo and 
Charles Malkoun (House Captains). 

They have already embarked on many ideas 
for the College and our community and we 
look forward to the many exciting things they 
have planned. A huge thank you to the Year 
11 Mentor Teachers for 2019:

11.1: Mrs Daniella Valeri and Ms Rannia Katrib
11.2: Ms Thuy Dinh
11.3: Ms Natalie Roberts

I wish Year 11 all the best in their future 
endeavours.

Ms Renee McCarren
Acting Stage 6 Student Learning Leader

OUR YEAR ELEVENIt has been a pleasure to witness the students of 
Stage 6 develop and grow this year. They have 
demonstrated	a	keen	willingness	to	assist	staff	and	
the College community. 

11.2: Ms Thuy Dinh
11.3: Ms Natalie Roberts

I wish Year 11 all the best in their future 
endeavours.

Ms Renee McCarren
Acting Stage 6 Student Learning Leader

Year 11 Academic Awards.
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Izabel Anae
Augustina Asabre

Laura Awad
Kareem Ayoubi

Umaru Bah

Ashleigh Baledrokadroka
Joseph Barakat

Lorraine Joyce Bernardo
Tony Chaiban

Joshua Dib

Dominic Doumit
Georgio El Bety

Charbel El Khoueiry
Cynthia El-Zreiby

Javontae Faasii

Jason Faddoul
Fatim Fayiah

Lorenzo Fernando
Jennifer Georges

Wen Guo

Monika Hamal
Akhil HeldonRoj
Kaylee Heuving

Isaac Ishac
Teressa Ishac

Aisha Kabba
Alim Kale
Christine Katrib
Jack Keys
Moses Khouri

Aydin Kilciler
Cuneyd Kocagoz
John Koroma
Ellah Lahood
Rhady Kezia Lamangen

Toaila Liutai
Charles Malkoun
ElisaPeta Mapapalangi
Kuach Mathiang
Aewyn Mendez

Ryan Nakhoul
Adam Nguyen
Lavinia Nikua
Izuchukwu Okonkwo
Sylvia Ram

Masoud Rashvand
Reegan Roebeck
Reina Ruwhiu
Arthur Sadek
Bassam Salim

Nancy Aduniya
Aaliyah Afu

Awok Aguer
Zena Alberro

Dania Jaafar
Carmelo Adryel Janea

Kevis Joshi

Tiana Wong
Charbel Younan
Tawer Zaya
Zaya Zaya

Isabella Shamoun
Marc Sleiman
Jeanette Taliauli
Briana Valencia

 YEAR ELEVEN OUR
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Chanelle Abounader
Jonathan Abounader

Atonio Aitu
Hakim Al Hakim

Francis Asabre
Dylan Boatswain
Jessica Chemuel

Aiden Dagher

Leonard Dagher
Zac Dascalos

Monica El-Hajj
Itasjiah Faasii

Nicholas Faddoul
Ibrahim Fahed

Yara Fakoua
Selina Folau

Andrew Francisco
Mary Ghribian
Sioeli Haunga

Anthony Huynh

Christian Ibrahim
Carlito Enryque Janea

Irene Juru
Joseph Kalouche

Brenda Karam
Vea Latu
Parthil Nayak
Christopher Nikua

Mahmut Jahn Olca
Tavishi Peiris
Marie Peralta
Ibrahim Rogers

Taleb Salameh
Taleen Salicioglu-Achi
Matelita Senivatalala
William Singh

Sheldon Spuza
Sione Stanley
Jamal Swalah Mcdahrou
Maryanne Takchi

Kanongata’a Taufa
Paul Trad
Vincent Tuala
Chanel Wehbe

Majok Yai
Joshua Zaiter

 YEAR TWELVE OUR
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THE ADF LEADERSHIP AWARD
Jonathan Abounader

CUMBERLAND COUNCIL
PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE AWARD

Mary Ghribian

BROTHER CHARLES BARRY AWARD
Irene Juru

THE CULTURAL AWARD
Marie Peralta

THE CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP AWARD
Maryanne Takchi

Congratulations to Leonard Dagher - 2019 DUX OF DELANY COLLEGE

THE OZANAM AWARD
Sioeli Haunga

BISHOP’S AWARD FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Mary Ghribian

PRINCIPAL’S LEADERSHIP AWARD
Mary Ghribian

SENIOR SHIELD - THE BEST ALL ROUNDER AWARD
Monica El-Hajj

 MAJOR AWARDS OUR

Biology – Tavishi Peiris, Business Studies – Jonathan Abounader, Catholic Studies – Jessica Chemuel, 
Chemistry – Leonard Dagher, Community and Family Studies – Paul Trad, Construction – Paul Trad,
English Advanced – Leonard Dagher, English Standard – Paul Trad, English Studies – Itasjiah Faasii, 
History Extension – Leonard Dagher, Hospitality – Brenda Karam, Industrial Technology – Zac 
Dascalos, Information Design and Technology – Mahmut Jahn Olca, Legal Studies – Mary Ghribian, 
Mathematics – Anthony Huynh, Mathematics Standard – Mary Ghribian, Modern History – Leonard 
Dagher, Music – Maryanne Takchi, Personal Development, Health and Physical Education – Paul Trad 
Physics – Yara Fakoua, Society and Culture – Mary Ghribian, Sport, Lifestyle and Recreation – Joshua 
Zaiter, Studies of Religion I – Tavishi Peiris, Studies of Religion II – Marie Peralta,
Visual Arts – Tavishi Peiris.

 FIRST IN COURSE
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“As I’m sure you’ve learnt throughout your time at 
Delany, sometimes the seemingly simple lessons 
are the ones that have the most value. For example, 
the age old saying that “ friends are the family you 
choose” - is one which I’m sure you’re starting to 
realise on this momentous day as you say goodbye 
to the family you have created here at Delany. Even 
our own school motto “ love, serve & hope” is simple 
in words, and yet as you have lived these words 
throughout your time here at Delany, you know how 
important these simple words are in living out the 
Gospel in our everyday actions. 

So today, I’m going to follow in suit and give you 
some seemingly simple advice, taken from the 
childhood author Dr Seuss... 

Congratulations!

Graduating class of 2019, today is your day. 

You’re off to great places!
You’re off and away!
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself any direction you choose.

Today, we bid farewell to you, Year 12. It seems like 
just yesterday that you walked through the gates of 
the College in 2014, yet here we are, gathering to 
celebrate you, all that you have achieved and the 
mark you have left on Delany College. 

Let’s take a look back at your journey. 

2014 was an exciting year for you and all of us here. 
In your oversized blazers, with oversized backpacks 
and skirts that were actually knee length, you were 
welcomed into a new learning space by Mrs Rancic 
and you embarked on a year of great innovation 
and learning. As scientists, artists, navigators, 
communicators and designers, you collaborated, 
created, communicated and critically reflected. I look 
out at you at all, and see how much you have grown 
since that time in the “Year 7 Space”. 

In Year 8, you became a little more confident as 
high school became a little less scary. You were 
ever enthusiastic, both on the sporting field and in 
the classroom, giving everything a go. As a group, 
even then, you certainly had drive, and it was only a 
matter of time before you started to consider what 
you could use it for. 

Year 9 was when I had the great fortune of getting to 
know you better as a group. I have fond memories of 
our time in the Drama Space. 2016 saw you become 
representatives of the UN, champions of historical 
causes, writers of war poetry, backpackers in Sydney 
and ultimate survivors. 

In 2017, Year 10 was the year for big decisions. All 
of a sudden you were making decisions that would 
affect the rest of your life… subject selections, career 
market days, staying at school, starting a job. You 
felt more like an adult than you ever had… and 
sometimes your teachers and I’m sure your parents 
had to remind you that there was still a lot more 
growing up to do! Standing at the edge of these big 
decisions, you looked into Year 11, and graduating 
still seemed so far away.

 GRADUATION OUR

As Year 11 students in 2018, you embarked on a new 
adventure together and became senior students.  
Academically you were pushed more than ever 
before and you had to learn the life skills around 
balancing school, family and a part time job. You 
had the opportunity to choose your Leadership 
Team, that would represent you through your final 
year at Delany College and at your retreat you 
started to wonder what kind of a legacy you would 
leave at the end of 2019. Year 12 still seemed quite 
far away and I distinctly remember being told by my 
Modern History class at the time to “lighten up, the 
HSC is ages away” anytime I made mention of the 
HSC year. 

Well, here you are. You’ve made it. This year, 
as a group, you have tackled many challenges 
together, championed many causes, celebrated 
your differences and created many memories. Now 
it is time for you to move into the great unknown, 
the world beyond the gates of the College and your 
future.

Oh the places you’ll go!
You’ll be on your way up!
You’ll be seeing great sights!
You’ll join the high fliers who soar to high heights.

Graduating class of 2019, as you leave the gates of 
Delany College today, with your head full of brains 
and your shoes full of feet... step with care and great 
tact and remember that life’s a great balancing act. 
As you begin the next phase of your life, I encourage 
you to accept the future as a new challenge, always 
having confidence that you can accomplish all that 
you set out to do. I ask that you continue to hold 
close the values of love, service and hope.  

So....

Be your name Ta’a or Tavishi or MJ
Or Taleb Salameh
You’re off to Great Places!
Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting.

So...get on your way!”

Mrs Renee McCarren
Acting Stage 6 Learning Leader
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 KEY LEARNING
AREAS

 OUR
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ENGLISH

 COMMUNICATION

In 2019, our English Department welcomed a number 
of	new	staff	whose	contributions	towards	improving	
student outcomes have been very powerful. 
Alongside these new members, we have been 
fortunate to retain the expertise of those who have 
had a rich history as teachers of English. I would like 
to thank and acknowledge the following members of 
the English department for their ongoing dedication 
and enthusiasm: Ms Margaret Bartley, Miss Gabrielle 
Chidiac, Ms Stefani Falcone, Mrs Misty Findlay, 
Miss Rachel Foster, Miss Alena Ieroianni, Ms Lillian 
Treanor, Ms Sharon McManus & Mr Babs Pillay.

Students from Years 7, 9, 10 and 11 were fortunate 
enough this year to attend various excursions 
which enriched and brought to life their learning. 
All the students who attended the excursions 
made the college proud in the way in which they 
conducted themselves in our wider community.  
Students from Years 10 and 11 attended various 
Shakespearean dramas which teleported them back 
to the Elizabethan era as they watched Macbeth and 
Othello. Other students had the opportunity to watch 
the Dystopian classic, Animal Farm by George Orwell, 
come to life by a soloist actor. 

Finally Year 7 cohort had the opportunity to 
attend the Sydney Jewish Museum. Students 
were taken through the history and factual 
experiences of those who ensured the 
holocaust sedimented the experiences which 
were expressed in the text they had read in 
class.

Furthermore, the opportunity to be involved 
in composing creative writing texts under the 
direction of inspirational English teachers has 
been yet another key endeavour this year. 

Various students had the opportunity to 
be involved in the inaugural ‘Write a Book 
in	a	Day’	competition.	Our	students	efforts	
were tremendous as they engaged in twelve 
studious hours of learning.

Finally I would like to conclude by 
encouraging all students to be involved in any 
initiative	offered	next	year,	and	once	again	
thank our English teachers for their ongoing 
commitment.

Mrs Marie Greenberry
Acting Communications Leader
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In 2019, Italian formed part of the learning for both Stage 4 
and 5 students. Years 8, 9 and 10 continued to develop their 
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills, using every 
opportunity to demonstrate their skills in the playground and 
in the classroom.

Students learnt about the Italian language and culture 
through topics like the Feast day of St Valentine, meeting 
people, interests, family, travelling, Italian cuisine, the time 
and Ancient Rome among others.

Students designed and created animal-inspired Venetian 
masks for Carnevale, celebrated Easter with a slice (or two) 
of the traditional Colomba cake, and became masters at the 
Italian card games, Scopa and Briscola. Our Multicultural 
Day	stall	offered	a	range	of	iconic	Italian	sweets	and	savoury	
dishes. 

Assessments involved creating a welcome brochure for an 
Italian exchange student, a travel itinerary for a weekend 
away in Italy, a children’s storybook for Italian learners and a 
restaurant menu followed by preparing their preferred dish.
Students	also	experienced	their	first	Italian	cooking	class,	an	
incursion during which they learnt to make fresh pasta by 
hand. 

With a positive response from our current Year 10 students, 
I am pleased to announce the launch of Stage 6 Italian 
Beginners for our 2020 Year 11 students. Looking forward to 
another year of committed, Italian enthusiasts. 

Signorina Falcone

LANGUAGES - ITALIAN
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 CREATIVE EMERGENCE 

& DESIGN
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This year the Visual Arts Department had organised 
many exciting activities and experiences for our 
students.
During February we attended Artexpress, the 
exhibition showcasing 2018 HSC Visual Arts 
exemplar submissions at the Newington Armoury at 
Homebush Bay. As in previous years we then jumped 
aboard the Parramatta catamaran to Circular Quay 
to attend the Museum of Contemporary Arts “After 
Nature” a major survey exhibition by Janet Laurence. 
The Photography students attended Sydney’s Light 
Show Vivid and a group of students again travelled 
to Tasmania in September to take in the Museum of 
Old and New Art along with historical and geological 
sites in and around Hobart including the dolomite 
Hastings Caves and Port Arthur.

VISUAL ARTS

Jerry Chen 
Year 5 Winner

Annette Ajay
Year 6 Winner 

Jerry Chen chats with Johnny Romeo 
at Monsignor McGovern Portrait Art Competition.

The HSC class completed the Newtown Graffiti Walk.

Stage 6 Visual Design Wearable Art and Accessories.

Stage 5 Photography & Digital Media City Architecture Excursion.

In June Visual Arts ran the Monsignor McGovern 
Art Prize for local Primary Schools which attracted 
204 entries making our judges work extra hard to 
finalise	winners	in	the	two	categories	of	Years	5	&	
6.
Ms Louise Broué
School Learning Leader
Creative Emergence and Design

Stage 5 Photography & Digital Media Vivid excursion

Stages 5 and 6 spent the day at Sculpture by the Sea.
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On Newtown’s Graffiti Walk.

At the Museum of Contemporary Art.

At the formal with The Admiral.

Vincent Tuala
‘Nature within Myself’

Series of painted bodies 
and plaster casts.

Brenda Karam ‘Woop Woop’ Series of Landscape paintings.

Leonard Dagher 
‘The Laniakea Project’ 
Series of Spacecraft 

Blueprints

Tavishi Peris ‘Sticks and Stones’ 
Series of Black & White Photographs.

Marie Peralta ‘Vieillir avec Grace’ 
Series of Graphite and Watercolour images.

Zac Dascalos ‘Hammerhead, Skyvards and the Rest’ 
Series of Sculptural flying ships.

HSC VISUAL ARTS

Andrew Francisco ‘On the Prowl’ Series of Digital Photographs.
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HSC MUSIC
This year the HSC Music class consisted of two very 
talented students. 

Maryanne Takchi singing and Sheldon Spuza on the 
piano performing at their own graduation ceremony 
held at Holy Trinity Church. Of course, their 
colleagues Joey Kalouche, Taleb Salameh and Joshua 
Zaiter celebrated the end of 12 years schooling on 
their drums with Jonny Abounader doing a traditional 
dance.

MUSIC
Students from the Delany 
College Year 7 Band attended 
the Captivate Arts Fair during 
2019 and continued to develop 
their skills with tuition from the 
expert band tutors who attend 
the college every week. Year 7 
students also had the fantastic 
opportunity of attending Charlie 
and The Chocolate Factory at the 
Capitol Theatre with Ms Lauren 
Kwon.
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 TECHNOLOGY

YEAR 7 FOOD TECHNOLOGY

STAGE 5 INFORMATION SOFTWARE DESIGN

YEAR 8 TECHNOLOGY - PHONE CASES & BIRD BOXES
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In 2019 16 students completed the Furniture and 
Timber Industry course in Industrial Technology. 

Major Projects included a diverse array of products 
ranging	from	coffee	tables,	desks,	chests	and	trinket	
boxes. Most students used Tasmanian Oak for their 
pieces.

Francis Asabre developed his lathe skills to turn legs 
for a table, Vea Latu incorporated inlay in his box 
submission, Anthony Huynh added LED lights to the 
base of his entertainment unit, Zac Dascalos created 
an impressive study desk, Carlito Janea used jarrah 
inlay to create interest in his gate leg table whilst 
Caleb	Salameh’s	coffee	table	included	an	unusual	fish	
tank feature. 

HSC 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Francis Asabre - Turned Legs Study Desk.

Zac Dascalos – Study Desk.

Anthony Huynh
Entertainment Unit with LED light feature.

Vea Latu - Jewellery Box.                                   

Sheldon Spuza
Light Box Desk.

Taleb Salameh - Coffee Table with Fish tank. 

HSC and Year 11 students at the SHAPE exhibition.

Carlito Janea –  Gate Leg table.

YEAR 11 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
FURNITURE & TIMBER INDUSTRY

STAGE 5
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
CARDBOARD CHAIR CONSTRUCTION

STAGE 5 INDUSTRIAL 
TECHNOLOGY - WOOD
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 HUMAN SOCIETY

As Part of the unit; Sustainable Biomes, students of 
Year 10 Geography harvested and planted new crops 
in the Delany garden. With the support of Ms Amal 
Nizam, students gained hands on experience as to 
how one can support the ecology and biodiversity 
of the garden. The day provided students with the 
opportunity to further develop their understanding 
of biodiversity, through the reaping and sowing of 
crops and seeds.

As a result of Ms Amal Nizam’s expertise, students 
were able to harvest pak choi, silverbeet, carrots, 
strawberries and lettuce. Students also grew 
sunflowers	seeds,	cucumber,	capsicum	and	a	variety	
of other plants, which have recently germinated 
and will be planted in the upcoming weeks. The 
harvest was a successful day, allowing students to 
understand the importance of paddock to plate 
harvesting.

In Stage 5 Geography, students explored the 
topic environmental change and management, 
focusing on coastal environments. To gain a better 
understanding of sustainable management, the 
Geography team decided to take both year groups, 
9	&	10	on	a	field	trip	to	Collaroy	Beach	to	examine	
the human-induced environmental impacts on the 
coast.	Assigned	with	highly	qualified	instructors	for	
each group, we discussed the danger of rising sea 
levels and coastal erosion, analysed the weather, 
took samples from the beach and talked about the 
natural environmental services keeping the beach 
sustainable. It was a fun day out at the beach with 
friends! 

EXPLORING GEOGRAPHY
OUTSIDE

YEARS 9 & 10 GEOGRAPHY 
FIELDWORK EXCURSION
DEE WHY AND COLLAROY BEACH
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Several year 10 students from the HSIE and Art 
faculties attended an excursion to Tasmania from 
Friday 13 to Sunday 15 September, 2019. 
We	caught	the	early	flight,	our	destination	was	
Hobart,	Tasmania.	On	arrival	our	first	stop	was	
the MONA, (Museum of Old and New Art). This 
experience greatly enriched our comprehension of 
topics learned in the classroom and enabled students 
to decipher the hidden messages in artworks. We 
then took a historical tour of Port Arthur. We visited 
the ruins and were taught the rich Australian history 
first-hand;	how	we,	as	a	civilisation	have	evolved	over	
time. We concluded the evening with a group dinner 
at the Shipwrights Arms. 

The second day consisted of multiple activities 
beginning with a visit to Salamanca markets; an 
opportunity to explore and get a sense of the 
community and culture, breakfast and some souvenir 
shopping. The highlight of the trip was visiting 
Hasting Caves. Through a small forest walk, we 
arrived at the entrance of the cave, and down 500 
steps we were in awe of the crystallised formations 
that make up this natural phenomenon. We were 
given the opportunity to touch a 250,000-year-old 
crystal and explored the beautiful scenery.
Our second evening ended with a ghost tour through 
Port Arthur. Here we explored the convict grounds 
at night, visited the second most haunted building in 
Australia and were fortunate enough to learn about 
the Australian past and the individuals who altered 
the course of history. After the 90-minute tour, and a 
tiring day, we went back to the motel to rest for our 
final	day.	

DELANY’S WEEKEND 
EXPLORING UNIQUE HOBART

On Thursday 13 June, the History Elective class had 
the pleasure of attending the Police and Justice 
museum located in Circular Quay. During our trip 
we uncovered one of the most infamous crimes of 
Australia, the Pyjama Girl murder, located in Albury, 
between New South Wales and Victoria. 

A	farmer	walking	his	bull	had	located	a	disfigured	
body.	She	had	remained	unidentified	for	10	years	
and was displayed at Sydney University for onlookers 
to assist in recognising her. After several years a 
new lead arose from the use of her dental records. 
Agostini, her husband had confessed to “accidentally” 
murdering her. We had the privilege of re-enacting 
the trial that took place decades ago. This was an 
enriching excursion that allowed us to understand the 
nature of crime and trial and aided in our learning in 
the classroom.

YEAR 9/10 ELECTIVE HISTORY

The Australian Geography Competition is a contest 
for Australian secondary school students, assessing 
their geographical knowledge and skills. The 
Competition aims to encourage student interest 
in geography and to reward student excellence. In 
2019, the Competition was held at Delany College on 
Wednesday 27 March. It consisted of multiple-choice 
questions, testing geographical knowledge and skills. 
The answer sheets were centrally marked and all 
participants	received	results	and	certificates	(Top	
1% in Australia, high distinction, distinction, credit or 
participation). Students were graded at school year 
levels – Year 7, Year 8, Year 9, and Year 10. 

We would like to commend the following students 
on	their	efforts:	Vanesha	Koroma	(Credit),	Claressa	
Bechara (Distinction), Nalini Bol, Scarlett Lawler 
(Credit), Emmanuel Dukuly, Thomas Rose (Credit), 
Sarah El-Hajj, James Abed, Kristina Gierke, Christine 
Diaz, Anaahat Hara, Daniel Halawi, Emanuel Koroma, 
Joseph Koroma, Makalita Liutai, Naulu Leo, Zoe 
Ndungu,	Armin	Mostofian,	Jayson	Nguyen,	Joshuwa	
Roughley, Emmanuel Okonkwo, Khan Salicioglu-
Achi, Keziah Opoku Gyan, Joshua Carniel (Credit), 
Porsha Pepic, Mawunedi Passa (Credit), Yuvraj Singh, 
Christina Awad, Tristian Singhdeo, Gwyneth Climaco, 
Saide Tannous, Audrey Lagaya, Quiana Tembo-
Sievers, Soheil Nikandish, Elissa Miraziz.

THE AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHY 
COMPETITION

Our	final	day	had	sadly	come,	students	and	teachers	
drove	to	two	key	locations,	the	first	being	the	oldest	
Australian bridge which was built by convicts when 
civilisation began to increase in Tasmania, we also 
met some cute animal friends. Additionally, we 
attended the oldest Catholic Church in our nation, 
the intricacy and beauty of this site was undeniable, 
however, this was sadly our last location before 
heading to the airport. Before we knew it, we were 
off	and	away	back	to	Sydney,	where	everyone	who	
attended this trip now had an enriched learning 
experience	that	benefited	their	learning	and	
comprehension of topics in both the HSIE and Visual 
Arts subject areas.

Thank you to Ms Louise Broué, Mrs Roubica 
Akkouche & Mr Blake Waters for all the planning 
and	fundraising	efforts	that	made	this	trip	an	
unforgettable reality. Also, a big thanks to Mr Robert 
Muscat for his generosity and amazing bus driver/
tour guide skills. If you get the opportunity next year, 
I highly recommend you go! 
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Students in HSIE undertook studies in various 
historical	inquiries,	specifically	outlining	the	
construction of ancient history. Throughout the 
learning process students discussed the various rolls 
individuals and their occupations had in shaping the 
world’s history. 

To aide this process, students were involved in a 
simulated archaeological dig which will was held 
at the college. This allowed the students to gain an 
insight to the role archaeology has on history. 

YEAR 7 HISTORY
ARCHEOLOGY DIG

Statistically we are in drought right now, because 
the biggest water source at Warragamba Dam, is 
at 55% capacity, which is 2.5 years worth of water. 
Sydney Olympic Park also collects storm water. This 
water	is	filtered	and	cleansed	by	the	WRAMS	(Water	
Reclamation And Management Scheme), a machine 
that uses drains that are 0.02 - 0.05 microns wide. 
A micron is a millionth of a metre, so approximately 
70 microns make up the width of our hair. This tiny 
drain	can	filter	salt	and	many	micro	organisms	from	
the water. However, this water isn’t a drinkable 
substance, and therefore bubblers are still used for 
drinking water. Instead, this water is used throughout 
the park, and saves 1 billion litres of freshwater each 
year! 

We also had a fun time enjoying the aesthetic view 
of the ring walk, a path that goes in a circle, looking 
many metres down at a frog reservation, which used 
to be a brick pit. Both year groups enjoyed their time 
on this excursion. Thank you to the teachers and tour 
guides, who organised and supervised this great day 
out for some hands on learning in Geography.

YEARS 7 & 8 FIELDWORK 
EXCURSION
SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK
EXPLORING WATER IN THE WORLD
Years 7 & 8 students visited Sydney Olympic Park to 
observe ways to prevent water scarcity. 

We	went	around	the	park	to	find	different	types	of	
strategies that are used to save water, instead of 
wasting it. Examples of this can be found around the 
park, including permeable pavers that soak up the 
water from a storm or a rainy day. Another example 
are tree grates, which are placed around the trees 
so that water can naturally irrigate the roots. In fact, 
irrigation would only need to be manually done if 
there was minimal rainfall, such as droughts.

Commerce Market Day was an in-school event held 
at our College on Friday, 13 September. The event 
was held in conjunction with the Stage 5 Commerce 
elective class and their topic of ‘running a small 
business’, where we study the structures, operation 
and	legal	functions	of	business,	and	the	effective	
planning necessary to ensure success.  

The Market Day provided students with the 
opportunity to further develop their understanding of 
business, by running their own small business. 

This year, the Market Day theme was linked to the 
R U OK? Organisation and became the closing event 
of the R U OK? week; which was held at schools 
throughout Australia to raise awareness about 
mental health. 

Within allocated teams, students were given the 
role of establishing a business idea linked to the 
R U OK? theme, developing business goals and 
objectives, composing a business plan and outlining 
the	procedures	and	financial	requirements	of	their	
business. They were also tasked with creating their 
own promotional materials to ensure customers 
were aware of what students were selling. The 
Commerce class delivered a range of creative 
business ideas with the R U OK? theme; some sold 
food products such as ice cream and nachos, whilst 
others provided merchandise such as journals and 
stress balls. On the day, students organised and set 
up their business stalls and attempted to attract 
customers by decorating their stalls with banners, 
balloons and posters and began selling to customers 
during lunch time. 

The event turned out to be a great success, as many 
businesses were able to sell their goods and services 
with a high calibre of customer satisfaction. Overall, 
the event adequately captured the experience of 
running a business for students, allowing us to 
understand	the	factors,	which	affected	our	business	
success.	We	collectively	used	$100	of	profits	as	a	
class to donate to the Delany Foundation. 

COMMERCE MARKET DAY The Market Day reinforced the importance of 
effective	planning,	and	allowed	students	to	reflect	on	
the areas with which their business could improve, in 
order to attain greater success. 

Thank you to Miss Michelle Mutabdzija, Miss 
Gabrielle Chidiac and all of the teachers for their 
support and help on the day.

Start	Smart	is	an	award-winning	financial	education	
program	offered	to	school	aged	students	across	
Australia to help them prepare for their future. 
Students from 9/10 Commerce and Year 11 Work 
Studies participated in the Start Secondary Program. 
Our presenter, Tess Dobre addressed how to be a 
smart earner, spender and saver. This educational 
workshop was designed to motivate and inspire 
students	and	give	them	the	confidence	and	skills	to	
make smart decisions about money. Each workshop 
focused	on	a	different	topic	in	depth	and	explored	
financial	concepts	such	as	understanding	the	
impact	of	financial	choices,	getting	your	first	job	
and managing your mobile phone as well as basic 
investment principles, savings goals and budgeting. 

START SMART INCURSION
CHANGING THE WAY YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN 
ABOUT FINANCE

Mrs Roubica Akkouche
School Learning Leader - Human Society
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Delany College students have continued to approach 
their studies in Mathematics with a growth mindset, 
participating in a number of great activities held this 
year!

Algebros continued to run on a Wednesday afternoon 
and provided students with the opportunity to 
enhance their mathematical understanding in a 
small group setting. Many students chose to attend 
at various times throughout the year to ask clarifying 
questions.

The Mathematics Club at UTS continued hosting their 
program ‘Mathematics Matters’. Students in Years 9 
and 10 participated in six sessions over the course of 
the year, engaging in activities such as ‘360 degree of 
data’, ‘Maths in Fashion’, and ‘STEAMpop Lumifold’. 
The aim of the program is to raise awareness and a 
love of mathematics, its usefulness and importance in 
our everyday lives.

The Sydney CHOOSEMATHS day, hosted by UTS, was 
an opportunity for girls in Years 9 and 10 to hear 
from university and industry speakers, participate 
in individual and group activities, and learn why 
studying maths is important for Australia’s future. 
Overall those students involved found the day to be 
very informative, especially when discussing how 
maths is essential to a growing number of jobs. It 
is critical we foster understanding of the value and 
impact of maths and equip students to embrace 
these opportunities now and into the future. 

Inquisitive Minds focuses on creating positive 
mathematical experiences for students. This year 
saw students from Years 8 and 9 attend a Talented 
Mathematicians Workshop named Problems, 
Patterns, Pictures and Puzzles. During this workshop, 
students participated in an interactive lesson on 
strategic problem solving and worked on a series of 
original hands-on problems in a competitive relay. 

Over	a	period	of	five	months,	seventeen	students	
in Years 7 and 8 participated in the APSMO Maths 
Olympiad. Each round involved students completing 
a	set	of	five	challenging	questions	under	timed	
conditions. These students rose to the occasion, 
displaying qualities of determination and resilience, 
while developing their problem solving skills.

I’d	like	to	thank	Mr	Anthony	Blomfield,	Mrs	Kata	
Collimore, Ms Alice Mouawad, Miss Stephanie 
Rodrigues,	Mr	Thomas	Thomas,	Miss	Tayla	Whitfield,	
and Mr Brian Zammit for their hard work and 
dedication to the Mathematics department in 2019.

Miss Kelsey Ortiz
School Learning Leader - Mathematics

 MATHEMATICS

ALGEBROS

CHOOSEMATHS

INQUISITIVE MINDS

MATHS OLYMPIAD

MATHEMATICS MATTERS

Year 9 students in a 360 degree data room.

Mathematics Matters: Lumifold Lanterns.
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RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION
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2019	has	been	a	year	in	which	staff	and	students	
continued to cultivate a Catholic community 
permeated by the Gospel values of “Love, Service and 
Hope.” Throughout the year our students participated 
in	a	series	of	reflection	days,	which	urged	them	to	
contemplate their faith journey, their relationship 
with God, and their relationships with each other. Our 
students were also given the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in our Patrician heritage at events such as 
the Year 7 Patrician Induction, the Year 10 Delany Day 
and the Patrician Reconnect. Overall, some highlights 
for the students included the Patrician Leadership 
Retreat	which	invited	students	to	reflect	on	how	
they	are	called	to	make	a	difference,	and	the	Year	12	
retreat which in a similar spirit, asked students how 
they will leave a legacy, inspired by Christ.  

For	our	staff,	we	had	a	beautiful	day	together	at	the	
scenic Waterview restaurant in Homebush. The day, 
which focused on the Gospel story of the road to 
Emmaus reminded us that we are people of purpose 
who belong to God, who out of great love, entered 
into each and every one of our stories, making them 
beautiful	and	unique.	We	reflected	on	the	actions	of	
Jesus in this Bible passage who took bread, blessed it, 
broke it and gave it, as a reminder of our vocation as 
Christians, to be blessed, broken and given in service, 
transforming the world with love. 

Religious Education in the classroom enables all 
our students to learn more about the beauty of 
the Catholic faith - its origins in Judaism, and its 
development over the past 200 years plus. It is a 
privilege	and	pleasure	to	be	able	to	reflect	with	
Delany students on how they can apply the teachings 
of Jesus Christ in the world today. In the Senior 
Studies of Religion courses, our students were able 
to deepen their knowledge and understanding 
of Christianity as a whole, as well as Judaism and 
Islam. Our current world situation certainly needs 
the impact of young people to bring faith and 
reason	to	it.		Our	students	and	staff	demonstrated	
the importance of tolerance and compassion 
at	an	interfaith	prayer	service	held	on	the	first	
Friday following the shootings at the mosque in 
Christchurch, New Zealand.  We came together to 
pray for victims, who were in prayer when this event 
occurred. The beautiful messages of condolence and 
hope were compiled into a book and sent to New 
Zealand as a gift.  

Throughout the year in Mentor and RE classes much 
prayer has been focused on local, national and global 
events. Our students are very much part of a global 
world, and in prayer we are able to stand in solidarity 
with our brothers and sisters in humanity and in 
Christ. 

Thoughout	2019	our	RE	faculty	staff,	had	been	
learning about the new curriculum which has been 
trialled in some units. The new curriculum will be 
implemented in stages from Semester 2, 2020 at 
Delany College. Thank you to Catholic Education 

Office,	staff	who	have	assisted	us	in	this	process,	
especially Tania Melki & Bruce Carr. This new 
curriculum will be rolled out in all schools within the 
Parramatta Diocese.  The rationale for the new RE 
curriculum aptly sums up our desire and mandate 
as educators in Catholic schools: “Education within 
the Diocese of Parramatta is a ministry of the 
Catholic Church, walking in humility in the way of 
Jesus, serving all of God’s people”. As we design units 
of work for this new course we are taking up the 
challenge of Pope Francis to continue the work of 
Vatican II by responding to the ‘signs of the times’.  
More detail regarding the new curriculum will be 
provided in 2020 in our school newsletters. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
students	and	staff	who	witnessed	the	message	of	the	
Gospel, inside and outside the classroom throughout 
the year.  Thank you to Mr Dominic Charter and the 
students who participated in the Diocese’s Catechism 
Program : Naomi Habib, Julie-Anne Habib, Raquel 
Chemuel and Bianca Wehbe.  We would also like to 
thank these same students along with Ms Natalie 
Roberts for representing our school at the Australian 
Catholic Youth Festival in Perth. Thank you also 
to	the	staff	who	helped	organise	our	Eucharistic	
celebrations such as Ash Wednesday, St Patrick’s Day, 
Mothers’ Day, Grandparents Day, Graduation and 
Advent - Miss Michelle Mutabdzija, Ms Lauren Kwon, 
Mr. Christopher Simic,  Miss Rannia Katrib, Mrs Renee 
McCarren and Mrs Cheryl Sahyoun.  Thank you to 
all the teachers who willingly gave up their time to 
accompany students on retreats, the Good Friday 
Walk and Palm Sunday Procession and all other 
initiatives and events that our school was fortunate 
enough to participate in. 

Thank you, especially to  our fellow RE faculty 
teachers: Mrs Karina Stow, Miss Jessica Makari, Mr 
Warren Johnson and Mr Dominic Charter, who make 
such	a	genuine	effort	to	enable	students	to	deepen	
their knowledge and understanding of the Catholic 
faith, bringing the same academic rigour to Religious 
studies as to all other curriculum areas. 

We wish Miss Jessica Makari and Mr Dominic Charter 
all the best as they move onto new schools with 
permanent placements for 2020. We would also like 
to congratulate Mrs Karina Stow and her husband on 
the birth of their baby son, Raphael, (a new brother 
for Savannah), earlier in the year. We  wish them and 
all our Delany families a most blessed Christmas and 
holiday season.  

2019 reminded us just how rich and vibrant our 
faith is. We are very grateful for the ongoing support 
of Fr. Andrew Bass and the Patrician Brothers who 
continue to provide our school with guidance and 
encouragement and opportunities to deepen our 
Faith.   

Thank you to our Delany community  for sharing and 
celebrating with us the joy of being Catholic. 

Miss Sarah Guillaume
Acting Leader of Formation
Ms Margaret Bartley
Acting Leader Curriculum   
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 SCIENCE

In 2019, the members of the Science team were 
delighted by the enthusiasm and engagement of our 
Years 7 to 10 students as they explored the big ideas 
of Science, designing and conducting experiments, 
researching and debating issues, and developing 
models to answer the biological, chemical, physical, 
geological and astronomical questions:

Year 7: Who Lives Here? What’s the matter? How does 
it work? What on Earth is that? 

Year 8: Is this life as we know it? What’s in matter? Is 
the force with you? Can we live on Mars?

Year 9: How can we keep the balance? Where’s the 
matter? Why does it work? Why is our Earth restless?

Year 10: Where do we come from? Why does it 
matter? Is it a push or a pull? Can we reach the stars?

Students showed creativity and ingenuity to design 
and construct model and full-size escape rooms, 
build and cook with solar ovens, compete to see 
whose	rocket	could	fly	the	highest/furthest/longest,	
model the “life” cycle of rocks, build and navigate the 
safest/most accurate touchdowns for Mars landing 
modules, and create mazes and crime scenes that 
showcased the properties of light.

Year	12	students	completed	the	first	run-through	
of the new syllabuses in Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics, and Year 11 and Year 12 students of the 
senior Science courses gained insights into the world 
of the scientist, choosing and designing their own 
investigative pathways from Depth Study contexts 
such as the Year 12 Chemistry Acids and bases at 
work and the Year 11 Biology How can we save our 
marine environments?

The year also saw continued success with the Science 
team’s	focus	on	increasing	Years	7	to	12	scientific	
literacy through the seven-to-thirteen word sentence 
(STTWS)	and	the	define-discuss-link	(DDL)	defend	
your position strategies. 

There were also some lighter times in the business of 
learning. In Term 4, witches, werewolves, vampires, 
ghosts and ghoulies again roamed the Science halls 
as	the	Science	staff	hosted	Halloween	Science	for	
Holy Trinity Years 5 and 6, and our own Years 7 and 
8. Students tested their “blood” to see if they were 
“supernatural beings”,  built haunted houses and 
created	circuits	to	light	them,	sent	witches	flying	
on broomsticks, made virtual pumpkins dance, and 
were	delightfully	frightened	by	the	staff	in	dress-up,	
especially Mr Narayan who made a very convincing 
Count Dracula. 

I am very grateful to the Science team: Miss Thuy 
Dinh,	Miss	Tayla	Whitfield,	Mr	Danny	Narayan	and	
Mrs Cheryl Sahyoun, for the way that they generously 
and unfailingly give of their expertise, time and 
energy	so	that	our	students	can	learn	so	effectively	
and with such enjoyment.

Mrs RoseMary Bellamy
School Learning Leader - Science

Bankwest Stadium project
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SUSTAINABLE 
HEALTH

In sustainable health students developed the 
knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes 
required to lead and promote healthy, safe and active 
lives. This is evident in the PDHPE Strands: Health, 
Wellbeing and Relationships, Movement Skill and 
Performance, Healthy, Safe and Active Lifestyles.

Lessons have been tailored around Understanding By 
Design and Design Thinking. There has been a huge 
leap in literacy this year and students are familiarising 
themselves with the SEAL Acronym and school based 
literacy approaches. 

Students have been participating in Project and 
Problem Based learning to drive their learning from 
surface, deep to transfer. Students are provided 
opportunities to connect authentically with the 
content exploring driving questions and mini driving 
questions. The outcome of this pedagogy has resulted 
in greater collaboration, critical thinking, creativity 
and thus communication.
 
Mrs Daniella Valleri and Ms Natalie Roberts
School Learning Leaders - Sustainable Health

SPORT
It has been a very productive year in representative 
Sport. Many representative teams competed in 
PDSSSC Gala days. A special mention to the students 
who competed and the teachers who volunteered 
to coach. House points were split across a range 
of domains in the college and the winners for 2019 
were the MacKillop house. Congratulations!
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VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION 
& TRAINING

The popularity and relevance of VET at Delany 
College continues with a total of 29 students 
graduating from their VET Course in the 2019 HSC. 
Well done to all our VET students. It takes incredible 
commitment and time management to balance 
study, work placement and the practical components 
of a vocational course whilst completing the HSC. 

The	range	of	vocational	courses	offered	at	Delany	
College 2019 included; 
	 >Certificate	II	in	Hospitality
	 >Certificate	II	in	Construction	Pathways
	 >Statement	of	Attainment	in	Certificate	III		
   Information Digital Technology
	 >Statement	of	Attainment	in	Certificate	III		
   Early Childhood Education and Care 

Additionally, by accessing external VET opportunities, 
a select number of students were able to pursue 
their	planned	career	pathway	to	study	Certificate	III	
in Human Services with NSW Health Services and 
Certificate	III	in	Retail	as	a	Trainee	with	KFC.		

Construction students have enthusiastically applied 
themselves to the Workplace Induction – White Card 
course under the guidance of Mr Kieran Casey.

Additionally, both Years 11 and 12 students were 
able to consolidate and build their skills in bricklaying 
by attending a 2 day course at McCarthy Trade 
Training Centre known as ‘Brick and Block’.

The Early Childhood Education and Care is our 
dynamic cluster class, with students from Delany 
College, St Patrick’s Marist at Dundas and Catherine 
McAuley College. Through the enthusiasm of 
their energetic teacher Ms Natalie Roberts, they 
have become more aware of the duties and 
responsibilities required to work in Early Childcare 
Centres.

VET Students have gained an incredible amount of 
confidence,	skill	and	applied	knowledge	through	
functions and work placement programs. Hospitality 
students worked in local cafes & restaurants in the 
Parramatta region as well as operating a ‘Pop Up 
Café- Deja Brew’ and functions such as Graduation 
and the Year 7 Orientation Day lead by Ms Rannia 
Katrib.

Recipients of the 2019 Year 12 Aussip Awards 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Aussip ( the organisation that organises all the 
valuable work placements for our students) for their 
commitment, communication and professionalism. 
The Aussip team (John Watters, Tina Mavris and Peter 
Troupe) prepare our students for work placement 
through their Work Readiness Presentation and 
continuous communication throughout the year 
to ensure students maximise their workplace 
experience.

Thank you to our outstanding VET team this year; 
Mrs Daniella Valleri, Ms Rannia Katrib, Ms Natalie 
Roberts, Mrs Marian Lennon, Ms Irene Clayton and 
Mr Kieran Casey. Your support and commitment 
to the students has made 2019 such a success 
developing real industry skills.

Ms Veronica Niessen
Leader of Learning - VET Delany CEDP

YEAR 12 AUSSIP AWARDS

HOSPITALITY
Brenda Karam

CONSTRUCTION
Paul Trad

INFORMATION 
DIGITAL 

TECHNOLOGY
MJ Olca

CONSTRUCTION

EARLY CHILDHOOD AND CARE

HOSPITALITY
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LIBRARY
A busy year in the Library! We have hosted a variety 
of events - a display of Year 10 Wide Reading 
Challenge assignments; three student teams 
completing ‘Write A Book in A Day’; a visit from 
author, Sarah Ayoub, during Book Week; and Read 
Alouds. We thank the Granville Historical Society for 
kindly donating two books - ‘When the War is Over’ 
and ‘Granville Roll of Honour: Soldiers from Granville 
who died in World War I’. A number of students have 
assisted with Library duties at lunchtimes which has 
been a valuable help.

We had students participate in the Premier’s Reading 
Challenge. Congratulations to Marc Bao-Idang, 
Alexander Taktak and Annie Hara who completed 
the Challenge and especially to Annie Hara who 
has made the commitment for seven years to be 
awarded	a	Gold	Certificate.

Book Week was the highlight of our year, the 
theme being, ’Reading is my Secret Power’. Events 
enjoyed were: a Library Scavenger Hunt, lunchtime 
teacher Read Alouds and photo booth, and Costume 
Day,	where	many	students	and	staff	joined	in	the	
creativity and fun of dressing as the characters of 
books. 

We look forward to providing educational resources 
and encouraging a love of reading in the year ahead!

Lynette Perrett
Library Manager

Visiting author, Sarah Ayoub.

‘Book Week Read Alouds’.Answering Scavenger Hunt questions.

Staff and students in book character costumes.

READING 
IS  MY SECRET POWER!
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The intervention program produced some excellent 
results, but this wouldn’t have been achievable 
without	the	tremendous	effort	of	the	students	who	
were participants:
   
Year 7: Yuvraj Singh, Mueen Rehman, Daniel Bates-
Brownsword, Rhianna Brown, Maurice Saouma, 
Alexander Taktak, Ellie Wehbe, Sadie Tannous, 
Daniel Thwaites, Nathan Denham, Sehaj Bajwa, Talia 
Aliberkiroglu, Mohammad Al-Kanaani, Ricky Dang, 
Jayson Nguyen and Quiana Tembo-Sievers.

Year 8: Daniella Taouk, Rita Dib, Anthony Dib, Milad 
Bilouni, Joshuwa Roughley, Eftalia Temel, Mariah 
Sleiman and Ares Telidis 

R3 is a comprehension-focus intervention program. 
The course allows students to read strategically 
and allow them to successfully comprehend texts. 
Texts are selected using the curriculum and the 
personal interests of the student. These range from 
magazines, journal articles, newspapers, song lyrics, 
images	and	fiction	and	non-fiction	narratives	and	
texts.  

Students have gained an immense amount of 
confidence	with	their	reading	and	learning.	They	
have increased their levels of understanding of 
texts and frequently use inferencing to help decode, 
make connections and draw conclusions. They have 
developed an increase in their vocabulary and an 
appreciation for a variety of literature. 

I hope to have instilled an appreciation for reading, 
confidence	and	perhaps	a	new	perspective	of	not	
only what reading is, but what it can potentially be 
and how it is a means to an end. 

Ms Amal Nizam
Intervention/Learning Diversity Team

Question: What were your first expectations when 
joining R3?
Answer: “I first thought it was a waste of time and wouldn’t 
help me get anywhere, but I was proven wrong.” 
Daniella Taouk, Year 8

Question: How would you describe yourself now as a 
reader/learner compared with before?
Answer: “I am a more experienced reader and can 
better understand texts.  It has helped me understand 
inferring, summarising, predicting, visualising and making 
connections.” 
Daniel Thwaites, Year 7

Question: What has R3 done for you as a person?
Answer: “It has made me a better reader and better at 
understanding of what I’m reading.” 
Eftalia Temel, Year 8

Answer: “R3 has made me believe in myself that I can grow 
as a learner and reader. It has helped me in my class work 
to succeed and focus more.” 
Daniella Taouk, Year 8

Question: What was the biggest lesson you obtained in 
R3?
Answer: “Learning all the different comprehension 
techniques such inferring, predicting, summarising and 
much more” 
Yuvraj Singh, Year 7

REFRAMING READERS RESOURCEFULLY
 Reading is a means to an end.

Q&AR3
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The St Vincent de Paul Society started when a 20 year 
old man decided to do something about the poverty 
he saw in his community. Today, Vinnies works with 
young people across Australia to continue this legacy, 
and	to	proceed	with	the	fight	for	a	more	just	and	
compassionate society.

The Vinnies Van provides friendship, compassion 
and dignity to those experiencing homelessness and 
social isolation in the Mount Druitt and Parramatta 
areas. Delany College Stage 6 students continue to 
volunteer their time to service the van.

Those involved have found this experience to be 
eye opening and extremely rewarding, as they have 
been given the opportunity to engage in meaningful 
conversations with the patrons of the van. Students 
have developed a heightened sense of empathy and 
desire to help those in the wider community.

The St Vincent de Paul Ozanam Award for 
Outstanding Commitment is awarded to a student 
who has shown dedication to social justice initiatives, 
including their involvement with Vinnies Van. 
This year’s recipient embraced the opportunity to 
contribute and serve the wider community, attending 
multiple Vinnies Van shifts and was always willing to 
lend a hand where needed. 

Congratulations to Sioeli Haunga on being 
awarded the St Vincent de Paul Ozanam Award for 
Outstanding Commitment for 2019.

We	would	like	to	thank	the	staff	and	students	who	
have given their time this year to those experiencing 
homelessness and social isolation, without you 
services such as this would not run. A special 
thank	you	to	Mrs	Misty	Findlay	for	her	efforts	in	
coordinating the 2019 Vinnies Van Team, we wish her 
all the best with her future endeavours.

Lastly, to the 2020 Vinnies Van Team, may you 
continue to provide friendship, compassion 
and dignity, in true Delany spirit, with the wider 
community.

God Bless!
Ms Rannia Katrib and Miss Kelsey Ortiz

ST VINCENT DE PAUL

Sioeli Haunga receiving his 
Ozanam Award from Mr Muscat.

Final Vinnies Van shift with Miss Kelsey Ortiz, Ms Rannia 
Katrib, Maryanne, Nicholas, Paul, Jonathan and Leo.

Sandwich making with 
Jonathon.

Year 11 students Brianna, Dania, Aaliyah and Ellah at 
their first shift.

Teachers Mrs Misty Findlay and Miss Rannia Katrib with 
students Sioeli, Ta’a, Brenda and Matelita.

Year 11 students Jeanette, Peta, Ashleigh, Alim 
with Mr Christopher Simic.

OUR 2019 VINNIES TEAM

Taleb, Chanel, Taleen and Maryanne at the alternate 
Parramatta site.

           Joining The Vinnies Van was very  
           memorable, not only was I able to do it 
with my cohort which was enjoyable but we also 
managed	to	offer	our	helping	hands	to	the	wider	
community.       Marie Peralta

“

“

           For me, being a part of Vinnie’s Van has
           allowed me to better understand the 
complexity of homelessness in Sydney; as well as 
force me to re-evaluate my previously held beliefs 
on the issues of homelessness and poverty. 
Leo Dagher

“

“          A very heartwarming experience! It was
          amazing to have the opportunity to put a 
smile on the faces of many homeless people. I 
would recommend for the younger generation 
to consider participating and give back to the 
community.        Brenda Karam

“
“
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All	the	students	and	staff	
enjoyed the day with many 
sporting activities at the 
College and the park.

Congratulations to House 
Tierney winners of the 
carnival!

All
enjoyed the day with many 
sporting activities at the 
College and the park.

 ATHLETICS
 CARNIVAL
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 HARMONY DAY

For seven weeks, students from St Patrick’s, St 
Margaret Mary’s, Holy Trinity, OLQP, St Oliver’s 
and Holy Family competed in the Delany Shield 
Debating Competition. 

It was wonderful to witness the talent and 
confidence	that	each	of	the	teams	possessed	
in terms of their argument structure and public 
speaking abilities.

Week in and week out, teams attended Delany 
College and took part in an intense yet friendly 
debate. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
all of the teams that competed, along with 
their coordinators for their dedication and 
involvement this year! 

Thank you also to all of the Delany College 
Helpers that dedicated their time to help set 
up, adjudicate and assist with the end of round 
refreshments!

WELL DONE, to St Patrick’s for being the overall 
winner of the Delany College Shield Debating 
Competition for 2019!!!

All the best,
Mrs Misty Findlay

DELANY SHIELD
DEBATING COMPETITION

 UNITING
 RESPECTING
 BELONGING
 INCLUSIVITY
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On the19th of June, Delany College hosted its annual  
Monsignor McGovern Primary Portrait Awards Night. Led by 
the	Art	Department,	parents	and	staff	celebrated	the	many	
artistic achievements of students from St Oliver’s Primary 
School and Holy Trinity Granville. 

Thank you to all those that attended the event!

PRIMARY PORTRAIT ART PRIZE

YEAR 5 HIGHLY COMMENDED 
Alexa Suello - St Oliver’s

Morgan Chen - Holy Family 
Luv Ruwali - Holy Trinity

Maxine Aira Garzon - Holy Trinity
Maria-Kayla Talisyon - St Oliver’s

Morgan Chen - Holy Family

YEAR 5 COMMENDED
Angel Armao - St Oliver’s
Adya Tank - St Oliver’s

Tanvi Gupta - St Oliver’s
Matthew Jones - St Margaret Mary’s

Sukkum Limbu - Holy Family
Nicholas - Holy Trinity

YEAR 6 HIGHLY COMMENDED
Kayley Ramanos - St Oliver’s

Daniel Soun - St Oliver’s
Rohit Vijay - St Oliver’s

Jolyne Vien - St Margaret Mary’s
Atong Deng - St Margaret Mary’s

Karen Fernandes - St Oliver’s

YEAR 6 COMMENDED
Christopher Aoun - Holy Family

Julian Georges - Holy Family
Ava Elikaie - Holy Trinity

Gabriella Batistic - Holy Trinity
Alethia Sewell - Holy Trinity

Victoria Blandon - Holy Trinity

YEAR 6 WINNER
Annette Ajay - St Oliver’s

Annette won the Year 5 category in 2018. 
A brilliant artist in the making.

 

YEAR 5 WINNER
Jerry Chen ‘Drake’ from Holy Family

 

 MONSIGNOR MCGOVERN
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Every year Delany College holds its Multicultural Day to celebrate 
the cultural diversity in our College. This day encourages 
students, teachers and the wider community to celebrate 
their culture with food, rides, and performances. In light of 
international	injustices	and	current	affairs,	we	are	all	called	to	
remember the importance of tolerating and embracing our 
cultural	differences	to	form	an	accepting	and	vibrant	community	
and nation. We also acknowledge the nation on which we are 
united and gather, a nation whose traditional custodians are the 
Darug people, and we give respect to the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders of the past, present and emerging.
 
Most importantly, the day not only encourages us to recognise 
the	cultural	differences	within	Australia	but	rejoice	in	our	
ability to live in a country free from religious and cultural 
persecution with safety at the forefront. Therefore, the notion 
of	Multiculturalism	within	Australia	is	today	reflected	by	the	
multicultural composition of its people, its immigration policies, 
its prohibition on discrimination, equality before the law of 
all persons, as well as various cultural policies which promote 
diversity and unity.Thank you so much for attending our 
Multicultural Day 2019. We are proud to have brought together 
such an amazing group of stall leaders, event organisers, 
performers, guests and community members.

Thank you again for being part of such a wonderful experience. 
We look forward to working with you all for future events.

Mary Ghribian 
College Captain

 MULTICULTURAL DAY
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Our annual swimming carnival was held on Friday the 
22nd of February at the Granville Swimming Centre. 
It	was	a	day	filled	with	fun	and	competition	with	many	
of	our	students	battling	it	out	for	first	place.	There	
were a variety of activities to choose from including 
novelty and competitive events. House leaders 
were able to organise cheers for our war cries 
to represent their team spirit. Students from 
Years 7 to 12 were able to gain participation 
points for their house. Overall, the winner of the 
2019 Swimming Carnival was Mackillop House, 
Congratulations.	A	big	thank	you	to	all	staff	

members involved, especially to Mrs Daniella 
Valeri and the students who made this day possible!

Laura Awad
Age Champion & Campion House Leader

Our annual swimming carnival was held on Friday the 
22nd of February at the Granville Swimming Centre. 
It was
of our
were a variety of activities to choose from including 
novelty and competitive events. House leaders 
were able to organise cheers for our war cries 
to represent their team spirit. Students from 
Years 7 to 12 were able to gain participation 
points for their house. Overall, the winner of the 
2019 Swimming Carnival was Mackillop House, 
Congratulations.

members involved, especially to Mrs Daniella 
Valeri and the students who made this day possible!

Laura Awad
Age Champion & Campion House Leader

AGE CHAMPIONS
12 Years Makalita Liutai  Sebastian Roughley
13 Years Eftalia Temel  Daniel Bates-Brownsword
14 Years Georgia McIntyre Thomas Bates-Brownsword
15 Years Christina Awad  Abraham Youssef
16 Years Laura Awad  Jai Basha
17+ Years Tavishi Peiris  MJ Olca

 SWIMMING CARNIVAL
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Our Lady of Guadalupe
Capilla Del Rosario Chapel

Santa Domingo Cathedral, Mexico

Our Lady of Guadalupe
& the famous tilma

“I am the servant of the Lord. May it be done to me according to 
your	word”	This	theme	was	given	as	an	opportunity	to	reflect	on	
your vocation and being at the service of God and others.

On the 15th January I was one of 172 pilgrims from the 
Parramatta diocese representing my school and parish for 
world	Youth	Day.	Our	pilgrimage	started	off	with	Mission	work	
in Mexico. While Mexico is a poor country, it’s churches & 
cathedrals were absolutely breathtaking. The walls and dome 
are completely coated ornate sculpture in gold leaf and plaster, 
including saints and dancing angels. Our Lady of Guadalupe is the 
patron saint in Mexico. We were privileged enough to visit this. 
One of the world’s most revered shrines, Our Lady of Guadalupe 
is surrounded by museums, the tranquil grottos and of course, 
the famous tilma imprinted with the image of the Virgin Mary and 
worn by Saint Diego. I encourage you all to take time to read the 
story of Juan Diego’s encounter with Mary as this really touched 
my heart.

As	we	prepared	for	our	mission	work	we	were	all	sent	to	different	
places I was lucky enough to visit the Jesuit school. It was heart-
warming	to	be	able	to	witness	the	dedication	that	all	the	staff	
and volunteers had towards their country and students. The 
children were so excited to see us and we spent time talking and 
playing	with	them.	After	being	in	Mexico	for	five	days	we	set	off	
to Panama, where World Youth Day week began. It was amazing 
to see people from all over the world gather together to share 
our faith with one another. We had an opening mass with the 
Archbishop of Panama where he welcomed everyone from across 
the world. It was amazing to be able to interact with people 
from other countries sharing our national chants and songs. We 
had Adoration with Pope Francis then an overnight sleep out 
which	lead	us	to	the	final	mass	with	the	Pope	Francis.	This	was	
absolutely amazing to be able to have witnessed Mass amongst 
millions of people with Pope Francis. There he announced the 
next World Youth Day which would be held in Lisbon, Portugal 
2022. I encourage all students to consider in participating in such 
a beautiful experience in developing our spiritual growth. To end 
our	pilgrimage	we	headed	to	Texas	for	three	days	to	reflect	on	
what was life changing experience.

I would like to thank God for giving me this opportunity to 
experience this amazing Pilgrimage. I would like to acknowledge 
and thank the Delany College community and in particular, Mr 
Muscat and teachers for supporting me throughout the lead up 
of this pilgrimage. I am very grateful for everyone who helped me 
to get there. It was such an amazing experience that has changed 
my life both spiritually and emotionally, that I will forever cherish.

Maryanne Takchi
Year 12 Formation Leader

 WORLD YOUTH DAY REFLECTION
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